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Remind on DP geometry status in LArSoft
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Dual Phase geometry has drift direction parallel to gravity.  

• Efforts are made to rotate the full simulation in LArSoft 

• In the meantime, the rotation of the cosmic simulation flux can be 
made to match the correct detector geometry:  

• Naive approach, simply switched the x and y in dunetpc/dune/
CORSIKA/EventGenerator/CORSIKAGen_module.cc (coherent 
changes with this choice was made in all the file) 
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3x1x1 Geometry (K. Fusshoeller) 6x6x6 Geometry (C. Alt)
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•It reads files from CORSIKA files with information on the air showers in a certain 
area and time window. Then, it exports them into LArSoft  sim::MCParticle and keep 
only those which cross they cryostat → important parameters can be read from .fcl

How … does it work?

For (lot of) details go here: https://indico.fnal.gov/getFile.py/access?contribId=3&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=10893

Beam spill window

Showers CORSIKA db files

Perform geometry rotation

Some shower parameters

• An histogram is created by default containing angular distribution, energy, etc…
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‣ Temporary backup solution: need to checkout on public branch feature/
ascarpel_cosmics 

‣ Principal module and configuration lives in: dune/dunetpc/EventGeneration/
CORSIKA/ 

‣ You can find two example configuration files (for 3x1x1 and 6x6x6 geometry) in:  

• /eos/experiment/neutplatform/protodune/groupdisk/software/
hackathonJune2017/job/prodcosmics_corsika_protodunedp.fcl 

•/eos/experiment/neutplatform/protodune/groupdisk/software/
hackathonJune2017/job/prodcosmics_3x1x1dp_protodunedp.fcl 

Where is what?
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‣FIRST !!: you must synchronize Lxplus with the Fermilab GUMS:  
https://web.fnal.gov/collaboration/DUNE/SitePages/
How%20to%20Map%20Your%20CERN%20Grid%20Cert%20to%20GUMS%20at%20FNAL.aspx 

‣Update to the latest LArSoft release (up to date with  larsoft v06_41_00 )  

‣git checkout feature/ascarpel_cosmics 

‣$MRB_BUILDDIR 

‣mrb i -j8 

‣ cd /path/to/your/working/dir 

‣ voms-proxy-init --voms dune:/dune/Role=Analysis -vomses ~/dunevomses 

‣ You are now ready to lar your configuration files 

How to use the module?

WARNING: I am learning all these things like you..
…so be aware that there might be errors

Request authorization to use files on final grid.  
Permission expires so you have to run this command again  
Names are the same if you followed links at point 1

https://web.fnal.gov/collaboration/DUNE/SitePages/How%20to%20Map%20Your%20CERN%20Grid%20Cert%20to%20GUMS%20at%20FNAL.aspx
https://web.fnal.gov/collaboration/DUNE/SitePages/How%20to%20Map%20Your%20CERN%20Grid%20Cert%20to%20GUMS%20at%20FNAL.aspx


Angular distribution - 6x6x6
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Rotated geometry:
cosθ = -Px/|P|     Φ = tg-1(Pz/Py)

Non rotated geometry:
cosθ = -Py/|P|      Φ = tg-1(Pz/Px)

Direction of the primary cr particle Polar angle distribution

For (few) more details see my presentation at theProtoDUNE sim/reco meeting 14/06/2017 

— Rotated
— Non Rotated 



Event display - 6x6x6
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Raw data Orto3D with Truth particles track



Event display - 3x1x1
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Raw data Orto3D and MCTruth particles



Thank you! 



π0
 

in Beam events
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In beam events from Pions and (less often from Protons) there is a certain number 
of π0 appearing with a quite clear topology
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Raw linecluster

Pi0 shower

mip track

mip track

Pi0 shower

Spurious em activity

Spurious em activity

Pi0 vetex

Pi0 vetex



π0
 

in Beam events (with blurredcluster)
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Raw linecluster

Pi0 shower

mip track

mip track

Pi0 shower

Spurious em activity

Spurious em activity

Pi0 vetex

Pi0 vetex



Cluster selection based on topology
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Andrea Scarpelli       Updates on pi0 rejection and cosmic ray simulation in ProtoDUNE-DP 14/06/17

Large em cluster not 
related to interesting 
vertex

Track (m.i.p particle)

Large Em-region, 
directions related to 
vertex 

Identification of large region of electromagnetic activity in the event with a quite 
precise directionality towards a point 

1.CNN output to label hits in 2D clusters 

2. Size and purity (accumulated probability of all the hits in the cluster) 

3. Direction with respect to vertex 

4.Check if any hits of the cascade candidates cluster is around the 
considered vertex

Direction between cluster Center of 
mass and true pi0 vertex

Direction between cluster start and 
cluster end

Small em clusters

delta ray


